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Pc--.itradiation examination of light water reactor fuel: a United States perspective

Poolside and hat-cell poEtirradiation examination (PIE) have played and will continue to play a sig-
nificant role in the U.S. IAIU program. The principal user of PIE are in fuel surveillance, fuel
improvement, and failure analysis programs and in the postmortem analysis nf safety-related tests.
Institutional prcblens associated with fuel shipping, waste ilispor.al, and fuel disposal csn be ex-
pected to pose obstacles to hot-cell examinations and likely result in more sophisticated poolside
examinations.

1HTRODUCTI011

The role of postirradiatior. examination (PIE)
in the United States Light Uater Reactor fuel
program and the facilities in which the examina-
tions are conducted have evolved along with the
industry itself. From the early development
programs on snail specimens, geared to under-
standing fuel behavior, has grown tie need and
the capability to examine full-size BVR and PUR
assemblies and rods and to perform detailed
metallurgical investigations. Hot cells now are
basically metallurgical laboratories replete
with modern, sophisticated instruments. Concur-
rently, detailed nondestructive poolside exami-
nation lias come along to augment hot-cell PIE,
and, as a screening tool, to minimize the peed
for handling large numbers of full-size assem-
blies in hot cells.

The use of PIE in the U.S. can be divided
into five segments. First, early fuel develop—
cent programs took a conservative approach in
pursuing the unknowns of fuel irradiation beha-
vior. Numerous specimens and small-scale proto-
type assemblies irradiated in test reactors were
given detailed postirradiation examinations with
the limited capabilities that were then avail-
able. From these examinations evolved the fuel-
rod designs of the early commercial reactors.
Second, licensing requirements of the then Atom-
ic Energy Commission and now the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (URC) state the implied
need for surveillance of LWR fuel to assure that
the fuel assemblies perform in the anticipated
Banner. These surveillance programs are conduc-
ted by the fuel vendors and are supported by
then and the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI).

The third area for PIE is the analysis of
fuel-elenent failures. Over the years a number
of generic failure mechanisms have appeared that
have been the object of intensive PIE investiga-
tions. The principal ones have been hydriding
of Zircaloy cladding, cladding collapse owing to
fuel densification, and pellet-cladding inter-
action (PCI). The PIS campaigns associated with

these mechanisms will be discussed later to
highlight the role of PIE in LUR fuel develop-
ment. Coming full circle, the fourth area far
PIE is fuel improvement. The impetus for design
optimization in the U.S. is principally economic:
frou increasing reactor operating efficiency by
minimizing fuel failures (after the failure me-
chanism has been identified) to stretching the
world's uranium resources. These fuel improve-
ment programs are supported by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy (DOE) and EPRI.

The fifth area of PIE is the extensive ex-
amination given in-reactor tests that simulate
hypothetical accident situations. This work is
supported by ttie NRC and is conducted at the
Power Burst Facility (PBF) and the Loss-of-Flow
Test (LOFT) facility at the Idaho national En-
gineering Laboratory (INEL). The purpose of
this work, is to confirm che adequacy of the
safety margins implicit in tie licensing cri-
teria and of the evaluation models specified in
regulatory statutes.

Because the PIE data generated in fuel im-
provement, fuel surveillance, and fuel safety
programs are used in the quasi-legal proceedings
of the IJRC, postirradiation examinations have
essentially become "forensic metallurgy". The
legalistic aspect of PIE is underscored by the
application in the U.S. of strict quality assur-
ance procedures for the collection of PIE data
and the calibration of the instruments that are
used. Sound engineering practice has thus been
married to the need for quality data that must
withstand '.he scrutiny of both prjponents and
opponents of nuclear power.

The following sections of this paper will
provide an overview.of the current U.S. capa-
bilities for LWR postirradiation examinations,
the role of PIE in fuel development, and the
future of PIE in the U.S. LWR program.
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CURRENT U.S. PIE CAPABILITIES

The capability to perform PIE in the U.S.
falls into two categories: (1) poolside exami-
nations at the reactor site, and (2) hot-cell
examinations, Pcolside examinations are per-
formed to obtain data on whole assemblies and as
many individual rods as possible, given the con-
straints of the bundle design. These examina-
tions provide surveillance data during reactor
refueling periods, act as a screening tool for
selecting fuel rods for in-depth hot-cell exami-
nation, and provide an early, albeit limited,
characterization of fuel-rod failures. Pool-
side examination provides the earliest informa-
tion, with excellent turnaround time, on the
condition of the assembly and fuel rods. One of
the most useful procedures for identifying as-
semblies containing failed rods is "sipping" for
fission-product activity. Visual examination
also plays a major role in assembly interroga-
tion. Typical poolside examination capabilities
in the U.S. are gi^en in Table I.

Table I .
the U.S.

l'oolside examination capabilities in

Visual inspection and photography
Channel measurement
Spacer/grid measurement
Bundle disassembly
Rod length
Profilometry
Ultrasonic and eddy-current inspection
Crud sampling
Fission-product sipping
Fission-gas puncturing and collection
Rod disassembly or sectioning

Because of their high cost, hot-cell exami-
nations are generally performed only when gener-
ic failures are encountered or destructive ex-
amination data are required for fuel surveil-
lance and improvement programs.

The two commercial hot-cell facilities in
the U.S. that can handle an intact fuel assembly
are the Battelle Memorial Institute Hot Cell
Laboratory at West Jefferson, Ohio (ref. 1) and
the Babcock and Uilcox Hot Cell Facility at
Lynchburg, Virginia (ref. 2 ) . Both facilities
can unload under water large casks containing
full-size assemblies of either BWR or PWR de-
sign. When possible, however, only individual
full-length rods are brought into the hot cejls.
The General Electric Co. hot-cell facility at
the Vallecitos Nuclear Center in Pleasonton,
California can handle fuel-rod segments up to
S.2 m long (ref. 3 ) . The IJRC's safety tests
are examined in the DOE hot cells near the test
reactors at INEL, which have capabilities simi-
lar to those of the commercial hot cells.

Once in any of these hot cells, the assembly
and individual rods can be examint^ by a variety
of nondestructive and destructive examination
techniques. A composite summary of the avail-
able hot-cell capabilities is given in Table II.

The degree of sophistication of these tech-
niques compared with those available in the
early days of the program is most apparent in
the electron-beam area. Electron microprobe
analysis and scanning electron microscopy are
two tools that have helped change PIE from a
qualitative guessing game to a quantitative
scientific investigation. These techniques
have been invaluable in studies of fuel chemis-
try and fuel/cladding chemical interactions,
and in cladding failure analysis. Electron
microprobe analysis, in particular, has added a
new dimension to metallography/ceramography
with the ability to identify specific micro-
constituents.

Table II. Composite of hot-cell capabilities
in the U.S.

Examination

Visual inspection and photography
Gross and specific isotope gamma scanning
Profilometry
Rod length
Eddy-current inspection
Ultrasonic wall thickness measurement
Leak detection
Fission-gas sampling and analysis
E.od internal void volume
Metallography/ceramography
Quantitative metallography
Fuel bulk density measurement
Fuel burnup analysis
Heutron dosiraetry
Retained or dissolved gas analysis
Alpha and beta/gamma autoradiography
Electron microprobe analysis
Scanning electron microscopy/EDAX
Replica and transmission electron microscopy
Radiochemis try
Neutron radiography
Ion microprobe analysis*
Scanning Auger microprobe analysis*
Laser sampling for retained gas*
Precision gamma spatial analysis*

Tensile and bend
Tube burst
Hardness and microhardness
Charpy impact
Fracture toughness

*Avallable nt national laboratories.

These hot-cfill capabilities are augmented by
those of the U.S. national laboratories. These
additional sophisticated capabilities include
ion microprobe analysis, scanning Auger micro-
probe analysis, and laser sampling techniques
at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), and ana—
J tical chemistry techniques and precision two-
dimensional Banna scanning at Los Alamos Scien-
t i f ic Laboratory.
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When available, neturon radiography has pro-
ven to be an exceptional tool for PIK. This
technique, which is used extensively by General
Electric at Vallecitos, can be used to determine
fuel shrinkage, fuel swelling, fuel restructur-
ing and cracking, and cladding hydriding. Un-
fortunately, it is not available at commercial
reactor sites.

PIE ROLE IN FUEL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

Identification of fuel-rod failure mecha-
nisms and surveillance of current and new fuel-
rod and assembly designs are currently the prin—
. ipal functions o£ PIE in the U.S. CarzarnJli

i al. (ref. 'i) concluded that three phenomena
i'.e., primary hydriding, PCJ.-indui.ed failures,
.ud cladding collnpse due to fuel-pellet densi-
fication) have led to the highest incidence of
fuel-rod failures in coirxiereial L'JRs. On a
core-wide basis, representative failure rates
were in the 0.1 :o 1% range at some plants,
while exceeding 155 in some batches of fuel.
We will briefly review (1) the role played by
PIE in identifying the factors responsible for
the failures noted cbove, (2) the techniques
used in the examinations, and (3) Hie changes
in fuel-rod design or operating conditions that
•were introduced as a consequence of PIE. Also,
we will show how PIE is being used in programs
to extend the burnup capability of the U02-Zir-
caloy system.

Primary hydridinR

Internal hydride attack was first observed
at significant levels in powder and pellet fuel
in the Big Roc1'. Point reactor. Klepfer et al.
(ref. 5) have discussed the diagnostic tech-
niques that were used at the Valleuitos Nuclear
Center to identify the failure mechanism. Neu-
tron radiography established that high local
concentrations of hydrogen were present in
failed rods. Metallographic and chemical analy-
ses led to the identification of these regions
as "sunbursts" of zirconium hydride that initia-
ted at the ID surface of the cladding. Local
hydriding was also observed at the ID surface
in unfailed rods, indicating an internal source
of hydrogen. Cracking was attributed to the
follovjing: The hydride phase is quite brittle,
hydride formation produces an increase in
volume, and the local stress field tends to align
hydrides radially.

The source of hydrogen leading to the local
hydriding was subsequently found to be residual
moisture in the fuel pellets, introduced by
wet grinding to final dimensions and b" pickup
from the atmosphere. Measurements of out-of-
reactor release rates suggested that moisture
would be released during reactor startup.
Hydrogen then would be liberated by radiolysis
or as a consequence of the moisture reacting
with the fuel.

The fuel vendors have solved this probelm by
implementing fabrication procedures that are de-
signed to reduce the moisture content in the
fuel rod to innocuous levels. Fuel pellets

are now dry ground to final dimensions and ab-
sorption of moisture from the atmosphere is mi-
nimized by outgassing of the fuel rod immedi-
ately prior to weldinj; of the end caps. Also,
General Electric inserts a hydrogen getter in
each fuel rod.

These changes in furl-rod design and
fabrication appear successful in eliminating
primary hydridiug as a source of fuel-rod fail-
ures. Based on sipping of bundles containing a
total oE over 200,000 rods after at leas! one
cycle of operation, Proebstle ct al. (ref. 6)
reported no evidence of hydride failures in
newer General rlectric designs, and Coraan
et al. (ref. 7) reported that hydride-related
failures in Uestinp.hcmse designs occurred
only in two regions that contained low-
density fuel pellets.

Fuel-pellet densification

Flattened fuel rods were observed in five
Hestinghouse PKRs in the early 1970s. Flatten-
ing of the fuel rods was found to follow axial
gap formation in the fuel-pellet column. Gap
formation itself was of concern since the ab-
sence of fuel in a localized region causes a i'
crease in the absorption of thermal neutrons
and a consequent increase in local flux and p<
er. Jordan (rcf. S) noted that while the inci-
dence of flatteiing was about 5%, about 10% of
the flattened rods failed.

Insight into the processes leading to rod
flattening came, in part, from a PIE campaign
at Windscale. The most direct evidence that
fuel densification was the factor responsible
for fuel-rod flattening was provided by fuel-
pellet density values as determined by mercury
pyenometry: the as-fabricated initial fuel-
pellet density of 92% I'D. increased to 94.7-
96.0% T.U. following irradiation.

The observation of detrimental consequences
that could be ascribed to fuel densification
led to many studies aimed at establishing the
mecahnism of, and factors controlling, this
process. Freshley et al. (ref. 9) have report-
ed in detail tht results of an extensive program
that was supporter', by the Edison Electric Insti-
tute, EPRI, ant! the nuclear industry. Its goal
was to establish those features of the fuel
pellets that lead to densification and to relate
the kinetics of the densification process to
fuel microstructure and irradiation conditions.
Similar procedures were used to characterize
both pre- and postirradiation attributes of
tue fuel pellets. Individual pellet densities
were determined by using water and mercury pye-
nometry. Grain size was determined from opti-
cal microscopy measurements on ceraraographic
cross sections. Pellet microstructure, as
reflected in the pore size distribution, were
determined by using optical and scanning
electron microscopy. Pore size distributions
in unirradiated fuel pellets were measured at
Battelle Northwest Laboratories while measure-
ments on irradiated fuel pellets were perfor-
med at ANL.
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The key discovery that emerged from the PIE
study was a significant decrease in the number
of as-fabricated small pores in fuel-pellet
types that are prone to deusify (i.e., unstable
fuel). The major portion of the increase in
pellet density resulted £rcr. the elimination of
pores less than ""2 pm in diameter. Crain size
and iniiial pellet density were fcund to be of
less significanrii in determining the propensity
towards densiCication of a given pellet type.
However, pore-size distribution, grain size,
and pellet c'jnsity are determined by the pellet
fabrication process and should not be viewed as
truly independent variables. Of equal impor-
tance '"rcini a practical perr.pcrtive, the nicro-
structural features o: st.-.ble (i.e., densifica-
tion-resistant) fuel types were identified and
a simple out-of-reactor tetl (the so-called
resintering test) that provides a means of in-
ferring in-reactor behavior was established.

The results from this program and other
vendor-sponsored programs have marked an end to
densification as a fuel-performance concern.
Botnan et al. (ref. 7) report that over a two-
year period beginning in the fall of 1974, 35
reactor refuelings were performed in Westing-
house plants with no indications of flattened
sections. Furthermore, the initial stringent
licensing procedures have been relaxed to the
point (ref. 10) where, for stable fuel, accoun-
ting for fuel densification in licensing cal-
culations lias little effect on plant capacity
or availability factor.

Pellet-cladding interaction

Examination of fuel discharged from the
Dresden i reactor in 1971 revealed the presence
of some rods with longitudinal cladding splits.
These failures were attributed to localized
stresses and strains that were imposed on the
cladding once the as-fabricated gap had closed.
It was also suspected that the strain-to-failure
capability of the cladding had decreased as a
result of PCI. Extensive laboratory, test
reactor, and commercial power reactor studies
have subsequently been undertaken to identify
the factors responsible for this type of fuel
failure. The consensus now appears to be that
aggressive fission products released from the
fuel, as well as stress, are required for clad-
ding failure. The phenomenon leading to fail-
ure is believed to be stress-corrosion cracking
(SCO of the Zircaloy.

PIE has played a significant role in devel-
oping this consensus. An important piece of
evidence is the macroscopic appearance of a
typical SCC crack: it is oriented radially, lias
a high length-to-width ratio, is branched, and
shows macroscopically flat fracture surfaces,
with Mttle cladding strain. In addition, ex-
aminations of fracture surfaces by scanning
electron microscopy show differences between
fractures that occur in the presence and absence
of a chemically aggressive environment. Inter-
granular cracking and cleavage-plus-fluting
features occur only in the presence of aggres-
sive species, and these features are typical of
in-reactor PCI failures.

Fuel-rod failure is not necessarily a con-
sequence of hi(jh cladding stresses induced by
large power increases: Failures occurred in
the Maine Yankee rear tor even though the fuel
had been subjected to only modest power in-
creases, PIE data reported by Fuhrrann et al.
(ref. 11) pointed out the significant role
played by the release of fission products in
contributing to the observed failures. The re-
leases of fission products were believed to
have been a consequence of an old fuel-rod design
(unprcssurized rods and the use of densifica-
tion-prone fuel) that led to a reduction in the
gap conductance, a rise in fuel temperature,
and the subsequent release of fission products.
The reduced role of stress in the failure pro-
cess is suggested by the postirrndiation test
results of Yaggee et al. (ref. 12), who showed
that neutron irradiation increases the suscepti-
bility of Zircaloy to SCC failure based on tube
burst testing with an iodine environment.

The difficulty of locating and characteri-
zing PCI defects during PIE is exemplified by
at least one examination campaign of BNR and PV.'R
fuel (ref. 13). Because of the tight nature of
the PCI defect, eddy-current techniques were
only marginally successful in locating incipient
defects. Nevertheless, the evidence from the
limited number of defects that were examined
in this program strongly supports SCC as the
principal defect mechanism in PCI failures.

These PIE results, supplemented by out-of-
reactor work, have suggested directions for
remedies to PCI-induced failures. These reme-
dies include: annular fuel pellets, large grain
size fuel, and fuel rods incorporating a barrier
between the fuel pellets and the inner surface
of the cladding. Programs to irradiate lead
test assemblies incorporating these new fuel-
rod designs are being supported by DOE and EPRI.
Full assemblies are being tested in commercial
power reactors, while smaller numbers of rods
will undergo ramping tests in test reactors.
The PIE plans call for a nondestructive examina-
tion of all rods, with destructive examination
of a fraction of these. Only a few rods will
be given a very detailed destructive examina-
tion. This selective i-pproach to detailed de-
structive examination is common practice be-
cause of the high costs of these examinations.

Extended burnup capability

Curient U.S. policies on plutonium recycle
in LWRs provide a strong incentive to extend
the burnup capability of the UC^-Zircaloy sys-
tem. Extending core average burnups to ^50,000
MWd/T could result in significant savings in
the costs of uranium, separative work, and fuel-
rod storgae and transportation (ref. 14). Ac-
cordingly, current EPRI programs on fuel-assem-
bly surveillance are being extended to achieve
discharge burnups of 40-50,000 MWd/T in the
1980-1983 period. Also, DOE currently has in
place a number of cooperative programs between
fuel vendors and utilities to investigate exten-
ding the burnup of LWR fuels. The DOE and EPRI
programs include designs that increase the H/U
ratio by decreasing the cladding OD or its
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thickness and tliaL reduce pa ra s i t i c material;; by
replacing Iucunel g l i d s with Zirc.iloy. Poolside
and ho t -ce l l exaraiii.icions arc an in t eg ra l pa r t of
each program. Plans include Che ho t -ce l l PIE of
a t l eas t one fuel assembly in each pror.r.iri. Of
pr inc ipa l in te res t arc data on bundle mechanical
s t a b i l i t y , fuel rod thermal performcr.ice, and
corrosion.

A corollary program in the planning stage i s
the study of fiKsion-prtxlucc release from high—
bumup fuel. This program is a joint venture
among F.1RI, DOE, the U.S. rraetur vendor;!, and
u t i l i t i e s f;om o nun.ber of countries. Do ta i led
postirradxalion characterization of both the
gaseous and vola t i le fissinn products is planned.
In addition, Hl'KT fuel 'uirveil lance projects
with ' ' . S . vendors are being expanded to obtain
fission-gas release data from fuel asseinbl i. s
irradiated for four, and even five, cycles.

The puc! orractnee of gadolinia-contair.ing
fuel i s receiving increasing attention because
of the need to make greater use of burnable
poisons when going to higher fuel buniups
in PURs. I t is anticipated that one or more
prograns will soon be in place to invest igate
the behavior of UO2 containing various concen-
trations of fa^Oj. Because fuel additives
can significantly affect fuel and fission-
product behavior, these- programs .should raakc use
of detailed destructive examinations to evaluate
possible deleterious effects on fuel thermal
performance and fission-product/cladciing i n t e r -
actions.

Safety-related programs

The NP>C program being carried out at the
PBF and the LOFT fac i l i t y addresses the r e -
sponse of individual fuel rods or small bundles
to simulated loss-of-coolant, power-coolant
mismatch, and reac t iv i ty - in i t i a ted accidents.
The objective of th i s work is to confirm that
the safety margins implici t in tre licensing
c r i t e r i a and the evaluation models specified
in regulatory s ta tu tes arr adequate. Following
the t e s t s , the fuel reds arc given detailed
destructive examination in the IVEL hot ce l l s to
determine cladding and fuel damage mechanisms.
The techniques that have provided most of the
data are metallography and pesttest -'iametral
measurements. I t cr.n be expected that such
safety-related programs wil l be expanded in
l ight of the recent concerns over the safety
of light-water reac tors .

Special mention should be made of the ex-
pected detailed interrogation of the Three Mile
Island reactor fuel . As of this writing, no de-
tai led plans have been made for this PIE be-
cause the condition of the core is s t i l l unknown.
I t can be said with assurance, however, that
th is fuel will receive the most intensive exami-
nation ever given any fuel in the U.S. Attempts
wi l l be made not only to determine the present
condition of the core bi.r also to reconstruct
the sequence of events that took place during
the accident. The evidence suggests many fuel-
rod failures and extensive oxidation and embrit-
tlement of the cladding. Emphasis wi l l be

placed on determining the maximum achieved fuel
and cladding temperatures, fuel and cladding oxi-
dation, cladding hydriding, fuel res t ruc tur ing ,
and fission-product release. The condition of
rhe core will determine the success that can be
achieved in the PIE. Problems can be expected
in removing the b r i t t l e fuel rods from the core
and in handling them during the subsequent ex-
aminations in the hot ce l l s . The condition of
the core has beun inferred fiom interviews with
plant operating personnel and analyses of m.it-
of-core and in—core instrument readings. These
analyses wi l l help direct, the I'l F. in evaluating
the appl icabi l i ty of the analyt ical models.

FUTURE OF P1F.

From the current and planned fuel surveil-
lance and improvement programs, the safety-rela-
ted programs, and the need to identify tie caus-
es of generic fuel failure, it can be seen that
PIF. is expected to play a vital role in the U.S.
LUR industry. This role, huwever, will be sig-
nificantly more difficult than in the past be-
cause of new problems in the shipping of radio-
active materials, the availability of licensed
shipping casks, and waste disposal. Reccntlv
imposed restrictions on shipping that require
approved routes, escorts, and concurrence of
local authorities have already caused delays of
more than five month;; in shipping fuel rods
from reactors to hot cells. At present the li-
censes of all LVJR shipping casks in the U.S. are
undergoing review to determine their couformancc
to new structural standards. The closing of
commercial low-level waste disposal sites is
causing waste to back up at the hot cells.
Likewise, there are no commercial outlets
that will accept examined fuel from the cells.
These considerations pose significant problems
for hot-cell PIE and will assuredly raise the
cost of such examinations. Since hot-cell PIE
is already an expensive examination technique,
examination of failed fuel is considered only
if there is strong evidence that the vendor and
utility will incur higher costs or that safety
issues may develop if the scurce of failure is
not promptly identified

The current jroblems associated with hot-
cell PIE will likely result in greater re-
liance on poolside examinations. For many
programs this could mean the loss of valuable
information on rhe physical and chemical state
of the fuelj fission products, and cladding,
the study of which requires a controlled exami-
nation environment, even in a hot cell. In
spite of this, poolside examination techniques
must be further developed. Fruitful development
areas would be defect detection, precision gamma
scanning, fuel imaging, and dry specimen isola-
tion and sectioning.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Poolside and hot-cell examination of LUR
fuel have played a significant role in estab-
lishing the response of fuel and cladding to
normal and abnormal irradiation conditions.
PIE diagnoses of failed fuel rods have led to
fuel design changes that have resulted in re-
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duced failure rates and increased plant capacity
factors. Significant use of PIK techniques is
planned in achieving the objectives of fuel-im-
provement programs now in place and anticipated
in the U.S. However, institutional problems
besetting Llie entire nuclear industry could have
an especially nep.at.ive Impact on tlie use of hot
cells for detailed posLirradi.ition examinations.
This would scrioufily hamper the development of
inproved fuels and the achievcMont of Llie goals
that have been envisioned for nuclear power.
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